Al Thumama Stadium achieves major work safety milestone

Al Thumama Stadium has achieved a significant milestone by becoming the latest FIFA World Cup 2022 project site to reach one million man-hours without a lost time injury. The major milestones were reached following the implementation of the Countrywide Programme for Delivery & Logistics in cooperation with Al Thumama Stadium’s main contractor, a joint venture between Al Jaber Engg. Llc and Alshaya Con- struction and project manager, ECM Qatar, and is implemented by the State of Qatar’s Ministry of Labour. This latest milestone comes in line with the vision of the Ministry of Labour to achieve the safe and healthy environment for the workers on the project sites and the owners of the Qatari workers.

“We are very proud to achieve this milestone. The health and the safety of our workers is our number one priority – and milestones like this only serve to illustrate that fact,” said Eng Sanaa Al Rehaibi, SC Project Director, Al Thumama Stadium Engr. Abdul Al Baker, the SC’s Health & Safety Manager.

Al Thumama Stadium will host matches up to and including the quarter-final stage during Qatar 2022.
Qatar’s role in supporting education around the world highlighted

The speakers stressed the role of Qatar in supporting education issues and its commitment to making education available to millions of underprivileged children, achieving peace, prosperity and protecting human rights.

The Day was adopted by consensus among several consultations led by the delegation of Qatar to the United Nations. To introduce the day were recommendations by H H Sheihza Mousa Nasser as part of Qatar’s contribution to protecting education from the threat of conflict and ensuring the right to education. The day is observed to realize their fundamental right to education.

H H Sheihza Mousa has successfully advocated for the adoption by the UN of a resolution calling for the right to education in emergency situations, which would make children affected by armed conflict and natural disaster able to access education and support and services on education issues. The day is observed to realize their fundamental right to education.

The organization of this first International Day for Protection of Education from Attack, in recognition of the leadership role of H H Sheihza Mousa bin Nasser, in support of education issues around the world, and in response to the initiatives called for by the High Commissioner and adopted by the UN General Assembly, has been established as an annual event to review the commitment to the protection of education from attack.

The Ministry of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs, Mubarak Hamdan Al Arabeed, said that the ministry is also working on the 2021-2022 national budget for the Education Fund, which will be finalized at the end of the current month. The ministry is also working to provide education opportunities for children affected by conflict and crisis, in post-conflict and post-crisis areas in various aspects, including education, training, and food assistance.

The Ministry of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs, Mubarak Hamdan Al Arabeed, said that the ministry is also working on the 2021-2022 national budget for the Education Fund, which will be finalized at the end of the current month. The ministry is also working to provide education opportunities for children affected by conflict and crisis, in post-conflict and post-crisis areas in various aspects, including education, training, and food assistance.

The Ministry of Administrative Development, Labour and Social Affairs, Mubarak Hamdan Al Arabeed, said that the ministry is also working on the 2021-2022 national budget for the Education Fund, which will be finalized at the end of the current month. The ministry is also working to provide education opportunities for children affected by conflict and crisis, in post-conflict and post-crisis areas in various aspects, including education, training, and food assistance.

Qatar has educated over 100,000 students from around the world, and has provided education opportunities to children affected by conflict and crisis. The ministry has also been working on the 2021-2022 national budget for the Education Fund, which will be finalized at the end of the current month. The ministry is also working to provide education opportunities for children affected by conflict and crisis, in post-conflict and post-crisis areas in various aspects, including education, training, and food assistance.

Routing to the Gaza Strip, which is a border area, is a result of the situation in the area, where international community, including the United Nations and the United States, has also been working on the provision of aid and education for children affected by conflict and crisis. The ministry has also been working on the 2021-2022 national budget for the Education Fund, which will be finalized at the end of the current month. The ministry is also working to provide education opportunities for children affected by conflict and crisis, in post-conflict and post-crisis areas in various aspects, including education, training, and food assistance.

The ministry has also been working on the 2021-2022 national budget for the Education Fund, which will be finalized at the end of the current month. The ministry is also working to provide education opportunities for children affected by conflict and crisis, in post-conflict and post-crisis areas in various aspects, including education, training, and food assistance.

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) reported 217 COVID-19 cases, 207 recoveries, and 136 new cases. The new cases include two people who had traveled abroad and are being treated in isolation. All new cases have been resident who had traveled abroad.

The competent authorities have advised the public to continue implementing preventive measures, including wearing masks, maintaining a distance of two meters from others, washing hands regularly, and avoiding crowded places. The competent authorities have also advised the public to continue implementing preventive measures, including wearing masks, maintaining a distance of two meters from others, washing hands regularly, and avoiding crowded places.
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The Qatar Fund for Development (QFFD) participated in the reopening ceremony of the Jeronim De Rada school in Tiranë in the Republic of Albania, under the framework of the State of Qatar’s program for the rebuilding of schools with the aim of improving the educational experience for students in Tiranë and continuing to provide them with educational services. This step of reopening the school confirms that every child has the right to educational services, which is a step on the road to achieving the sustainable development goals.

The rebuilding of Tiranë school is part of a project undertaken by the State of Qatar in support of the education sector in the Republic of Albania, as the Fund for Development (QFFD) continues to engage in other educational facilities.

The event was held in the presence of the Qatari ambassador to Albania, H.E. Ambassador of the State of Qatar to Albania attended the ceremony, which includes an enhanced in-room cleaning program using hospital grade cleaning materials and regular deep cleaning of the upholstery and bedding which are washed and treated at high temperatures.

The AllSafe label means our guests can be assured of the highest levels of health and safety,” said Akkari. He said that this is in addition to all restaurants and bars in the hotel adhering to the State of Qatar Government rules and regulations; each guest are also cared for and treated with respect in each room and common area, and have a positive impact.” he added.

The Qatar Fund for Development (QFFD) Director-General Khalida bin Jassim Al Kuwari and other officials during the reopening ceremony of the Jeronim De Rada school in Tiranë in the Republic of Albania.

The QFFD pointed out that this disaster has affected education in the district and prevents children from receiving their education, adding that the State of Qatar, represented by the QFFD and within the framework of its terms of reference, which includes supporting education worldwide and providing equal opportunities and a safe environment for students.

the State of Qatar, represented by the QFFD and within the framework of its terms of reference, which includes supporting education worldwide and providing equal opportunities and a safe environment for students.
QU-YSC summer training program concludes

The ceremony included a speech from the Director of QU-YSC, Dr. Noura Al-Atim, who thanked all participants for their efforts and dedication. The ceremony also included a panel discussion on the significance of youth employing modern technologies in business. The discussion was moderated by Dr. Mohammed Al-Banawi, and it featured a panel of experts from various fields, including entrepreneurship, technology, and innovation. The panelists shared their insights and experiences on how to navigate the challenges of the current business landscape.

In addition, the ceremony featured a variety of interactive workshops and networking opportunities for participants to connect with like-minded individuals and explore potential career paths.

Overall, the QU-YSC summer training program concluded with a strong sense of accomplishment and inspiration, as participants were equipped with the tools and knowledge to pursue their dreams and make a positive impact in their communities.
Anglers return to Corniche with fishing rods

British Council resumes in-person English courses in Qatar

Angling is also an opportunity for parents to teach their children patience. After waiting for hours, children learn a valuable lesson — good things come to those who wait.

We prefer this fresh fish compared to the ones at malls because we don’t know for how many days it was kept in the freezer,” said Taher, who has been angling at the Doha Corniche for years. “I like fishing with a hook and, have become accustomed to it for a long time. I come regularly to the Doha Corniche, and sometimes go to other beaches in Qatar, whether in summer or winter. I have noticed a strong presence of different nationalities here, and their number is constantly increasing.”

The Corniche has an impact on me, as the masses of fisherman motivate him to practice this hobby, “as the masses of fishermen lining up on the Doha Corniche has an impact on me, to put it mildly. They stay for hours, every day, enjoying the sea and talking about some values, most notably patience.”

When asked how much they catch in a day, many anglers said the number or the quantity did not matter to them. Rather it is the hobby they are there for. “Sometimes we catch a few kilograms of fish, and on other days we do not catch anything. But at the end, we are satisfied with the pleasure of staying for hours in this wonderful atmosphere. It is the best thing that takes us out of a continuous workflow. It is distinct and wonderful.”

The British Council has resumed face-to-face English courses in Qatar for the start of the new school term. Classes for secondary students, primary students and adults will run from next month and they will be combined with online guided learning that students can do independently at home.

“The news comes on the back of local health authority and government guidance and sees the teaching centres adhere to a number of health and safety measures in line with government guidance. These will be kept under review and our classes can be delivered online if necessary,”

Over the last few months, we have successfully brought our classes online through a new learning platform and this has made it possible for students to continue to learn with us. It has also given us the opportunity to gather feedback and shape and develop our offer to deliver the best possible learning experience. By combining face-to-face classes with online learning, we are confident that we can prepare our students for global challenges with 21st century skills."

Currently there are a number of English courses available with the British Council. These include Primary Plus, which is suitable for children aged six to 11. It is designed to be child-friendly and fun as well as high quality engaging materials — including lots of varied activities, videos and quizzes. It will focus on creative and critical thinking, problem solving and citizenship alongside English learning. Secondary Plus, designed for those aged 12 to 17, will help develop students into assertive, independent global citizens. It features an exciting range of practical and challenging tasks to encourage self-expression and creative thinking in a digital world.

For adults, there is English Plus courses which have been designed to deliver an engaging, flexible, high quality learning experience which builds learners’ confidence no matter their skill level. You will take control of your learning by choosing a study package that fits your needs. The course is delivered through face-to-face lessons with our expert teachers, in small-class sizes.

To find out more about British Council’s English language courses and book your child’s place, visit https://www.britishcouncil.qa/en.

People angling at the Doha Corniche over the weekend.
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The education sector has demonstrated flexibility, adaptability, resilience and courage in its response.

Hancock, Partner at PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers), a multinational professional services network of firms headquarted in the US, discussed the difficulties of the last six months, but it has demonstrated flexibility, adaptability, resilience and courage in its response.

According to Hancock, the outbreak of COVID-19 and the protocol to protect students from coronavirus infection and its efficacious because positive cases are declining. He said that the health and safety of the students in schools is a top priority for the Ministry of Education and Higher Education, calling parents to distance themselves from negativity and rumours.

This fast-tracked teaching and learning model will have long-lasting effects on future delivery and quality. It is unlikely that current temporary practices will continue in the same way once COVID-19 is behind us. It is clear that experimentation in the classroom is not impossible, nor is it rare,” he told The Peninsula.

The last six months showed that flexibility, shared practices, and new approaches like the introduction of global teaching resources supported by local tutoring are possible and can in some cases even replace learning experiences.

“Of course, challenges related to COVID-19 continues to arrive. The region has seen some impact on demographic growth which will affect demand for places and the planned opening of Qatar’s higher education and private schools, and universities will enter a serious period of pandemic planning,” said Hancock.

This offers an opportunity to focus on new priorities, including enhancing the student experience, value for money and making quality of provision paramount for the learners and their parents looking for the best option for their children,” he said.

According to Hancock, the region’s commitment to blended learning means that adjustment to any changing circumstances will be easier to implement. Institutions will also be prioritising key support services for learners. On top of new processes such as face mark image, safety protocols and the limitation of extracurricular activities, schools can help on focusing on these elements of being at school that matters most to them, he said.

At higher education and vocational levels the risk of the lecture has perhaps been effectively replaced, even enhanced, in certain institutions by remote options, but tutorial groups, lab and technology access, social spaces, clubs and societies are not as easy to offer without interpersonal interaction.

“This re-emphasis will need a focused re-skilling of staff to support the needs of students,” said Hancock.

Institutions are increasingly cautious about future funding, as well as student welfare, with concerns about the financial sustainability of their operations emerging as a priority according to recent surveys conducted by PwC in the region.

Hancock said that reducing costs and improving governance around risk is increasingly important to enable Qatar’s universities to continue to thrive, as Qatar University has, becoming the first Qatari university to be ranked in the top 350 globally according to Times Higher Education rankings released recently. The education sector has been turned on its head by the difficulties of the last six months, but it has demonstrated flexibility, adaptability, resilience and courage in its response.

There is an opportunity to use this moment to make significant changes for the better in order to bring education to the students, and hold them ready for whatever the future offers,” said Hancock.
How to fight back against coronavirus vaccine phobia

A nurse prepares a vaccine during a flu shot at a clinic at Dorchester House in Boston.

Fires, fears and gun alarm on Qatar’s wild west coast

As the fire raced through, the blaze devoured the mobile home, a 10 by 15 feet structure, in a matter of minutes.

Everything else, she says, is in the blackened remains of her home, which they moved out of to escape the fire. The steel and glass of the home melted and the walls were gone.

It is one of scenes of turmoil that the government will have to deal with as it tries to stamp out the fires and prevent them from spreading.

But there’s little left in the ashes. As the fire raced through, the house was left a charred shell, with its walls and roof completely destroyed.

For those seeking to protect people from Covid-19, vaccine phobia will be a special problem for those who are convinced that doing so will protect somebody’s mother or grandmother.
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EU wants ‘credible’ Lebanon govt before more blast aid

The European Union’s commission chief said on Friday it was called for the urgent formation of a “credible” government in Lebanon before a second phase of financial aid from wealthy Gulf countries can be released.

Janez Lenarcic said the EU had mobilized €10 billion (US$12.4 billion) for the reconstruction of Beirut and other Lebanese cities devastated by the blast that killed more than 150 people and wounded thousands in Beirut on August 4.

The next round of funding would be approved, he said, but warned it would have to take place after a government was formed because the international community was not willing to support practices “that led to financial collapse and economic crisis”.

The tragedy occurred when hundreds of tonnes of ammonium nitrate fertiliser that had been left unmonitored in a port warehouse exploded.

The government resigned in the wake of the disaster, but failed to form a new Cabinet after a month-long political vacuum, and the next government is yet to be formed.

Lebanon’s parliamentary Speaker said last month the way the Prime Minister-designate was forming a new Cabinet and that it would not be ready until a new government had been formed. The Cabinet was to be presented by the solution to the crisis, which is currently being held as a “hostage” of the international community.

Lenarcic said a new government must be formed as soon as possible, “so that we can return to normalcy.”

He said it would have to be a “credible government” that enjoys the confidence not only of the people but is also willing to find solutions “in all directions”.

Lenarcic said the EU had provided a humanitarian aid package worth €300 million to help the needy.

Lenarcic’s political class eventually agreed to this demand and it is also the international community’s expectation. “I am talking about governance not only economic reforms. There has to be a change in the way this place is governed,” he said.

Lenarcic’s worst economic crunch since the 1975-1990 civil war when local currency plunged against the US dollar and led to corruption and a financial collapse.

Lenarcic said tackling an agreement with the IMF should be the priority of the new government.

Lenarcic said it was ready to “redouble its efforts” to reach a new agreement with the IMF to help Lebanon get back on track.

Lenarcic added that he will not join on those terms, but that he would still support the need for reconstruction, Janez Lenarcic, the European Commission’s vice president for crisis management, said the country has recorded a total of 23,669 COVID-19 cases, including 239 deaths since an explosion in Beirut on August 4.

Lenarcic said that, with the confidence of the Lebanese people, it is determined to make it an “absolutely priority” to get her home for Christmas.

Lebanon’s Speaker opposes way cabinet being formed

Lebanon’s parliamentary Speaker said his group opposed the way the Prime Minister-designate was forming a new Cabinet and that it would not be ready until a new government had been formed.

The solution to the crisis, which is currently being held as a “hostage” of the international community.
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Mali opposition rejects junta-backed transition charter

**AP — BANANU**

Mali’s popular opposition movement has rejected a charter proposed by the junta-backed government headed by the army’s top general, Colonel Colonel Assimi Goita.

The military junta has ruled Mali since a 2021 coup and has a 19-month transition government, which it has scheduled for debate in a three-day forum with political party leaders and civil society representatives.

Ministers of Justice and Security, Moussa Faki, announced an “official statement” on Friday, after the talks took place. The statement did not provide a view of the junta’s proposal, but it said it would be presented to the National Assembly.

**WHO — ADIDJIA**

Protesters set foroth building on fire in eastern Libya

With increasing cases of COVID-19, Ethiopia has opened a facility to produce kits to test the coronavirus and says its production capacity is the highest.

The company producing the kits, which are made by a Chinese company, called Addis Ababa city International Airport and in the state-operated Misrata laboratory in the capital, Boost the testing capacity of Ethiopia's main COVID-19 testing center in the capital, which is now entering a laboratory phase.

The economic crisis across Africa has affected the health system in many countries, and local people to the test kits, which are available in the country and exported, to other African countries.

In the past month, Ethiopia has exported COVID-19 test kits to several African countries, including South Africa, Nigeria, and Kenya. The kits are used for testing individuals and communities for COVID-19.

The government in Ethiopia has emphasized the importance of testing and has encouraged people to get tested regularly to prevent the spread of the virus. The government has also urged people to wear masks, practice social distancing, and wash their hands regularly to reduce the risk of transmission.

The country is headed for “desertification of sebha, attributed by some local people to the war and immediate measures for the rehabilitation of the area,” according to the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). OCHA is a United Nations agency that coordinates and manages humanitarian crises around the world.

Suicide attack in north Cameroon kills five civilians

A suicide bomber killed five civilians in the far north of Cameroon, near the border with Nigeria, when militants groups regularly carry out attacks. Local officials said 11 soldiers were killed.

The village of Zeleved is located in the province of Kanem, which has seen an increase in violent attacks in recent years. The region has been affected by tensions between the local population and the government, as well as by al-Qaeda-affiliated groups operating in the area.

**AP — YAMOUSSOUKRO**

Ivory Coast opposition leader Henri Konan Bédié vowed to work with his allies and political prisoners should he be elected president of the world’s biggest cocoa producer at next month’s elections.

Bédié, who has run in the last six presidential elections, also backed his allies and formally endorsed the candidacy of incumbent President Alassane Ouattara, who is seeking a third term.

Ivory Coast police have arrested a dozen protesters who had gathered at the GNA’s headquarters in the southern desert city of Sebha, attributed by some local people to the war and immediate measures for the rehabilitation of the area, according to the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). OCHA is a United Nations agency that coordinates and manages humanitarian crises around the world.
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COVID-19 vaccine in India likely by early 2021: Minister

Harsh Vardhan said that the government is considering emergency authorisation of COVID-19 vaccine to senior citizens and people high-risk setting.

"This shall be done after active trials and effective vaccines will help in establishing immunity of the population. If the market is as large as Australia, then better. We will find a market for 200 and 250 people. We have to organise the market with the help of WHO. The vaccines will be safe," he added.
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A man drawn works on the ground for social distancing at a school in Lahore yesterday, following the government’s announcement to reopen educational institutes starting tomorrow.

Ahmad Khan, a foot vendor in Kabul’s Suray-e-Shahr area, said that he wasサーげed to pay bribes and forced taxes to reach his customers. He added that in addition to duties to the government, he also had to pay fees to drivers and exporters through the country’s two main ports.

“For our goods such as harmoniums, maces, and other things that we import from Pakistan, we have to pay fees to the officials in Talwin (Pakistan). What can we do?” Ahmad Khan asked. “Peace means for me that there will be no corruption, no more extortions and no more poverty.”

Figures by Afghanistan’s Independent Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) suggest that a total of 2,957 civilians have been killed or wounded in recent security incidents – 1,213 killed and 1,744 wounded, including 1,557 landmine blasts, aerial and ground bombardment, and other incidents like explosions and small arms fire.

The head of the IISS, Shabaz Ahmad, took to Twitter to push the government and insurgents to end hostilities, as a process that engages all victims directly and respects the views of all affected communities.

An “indicator of success in the talks would be for the parties to identify what we as Afghans have in common in a set of guiding principles. This will build confidence among the neighbours on both sides,” said chief of Afghanistan’s Independent Human Rights Commission.

“Earlier phases of the talks have focused on a comprehensive political agreement.”

AFGHANISTAN • KABUL

The launch of the direct talks for peace in Afghanistan has come after many in this conflict-ridden nation caught between two major powers, and the US and China, were hoping for a peaceful outcome.

Extraordinary vigilance security was what many Afghans in the bustling capital of Kabul needed as they began their work week on Saturday Thursday and Fridays were weekends in Afghanistan.

The talks began as Afghan President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani hosted a meeting of the Security Council High with the army and intelligence chiefs and other key officials.

“The meeting asked the police to pay for the security of high-profiles,” said US Defence Secretary Lloyd Austin.

The statement follows the Separation of the US from the Afghan Security Council and its accompanying military missions.

“China’s normal defense build-up reflects its commitment to the security of the international order,” said Defence Ministry spokesman Shuang Ming.

“China is a responsible military power and will continue to bolster its defense forces in order to ensure national security and the security of the international rules-based order,” he added.

The statement follows the US release of the annual Defense Department report on Chinese military activities yesterday.

The report examined the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) technical capabilities, doctrines and military build-up.

It said it includes becoming a “practical instrument of China’s visioned with an active role in advancing Beijing’s foreign policy and aims to revise aspects of the international order.”

“China is the only country that is acting on its visioned order,” said Defence Minister Zhao Lijian.

The Chinese government’s stance for peace in Afghanistan has left many Afghans in the bustling capital of Kabul with hope.

“Afghanistan, the region, Pakistan, the United States and other central and key powers need to resolve their differences through dialogue and establish a secure and lasting order,” said the government’s spokesman.

The government of Pakistan’s Punjab province has taken steps to re-open educational institutes due to the social distancing measures and the security of the international rules-based order,” he said.

The government had decided to re-open educational activities from September 15 after a series of measures were taken to steady decline in the number of infected people. Authorities had issued safety measures for the management of educational institutes and students to be followed during classes.

The government’s spokesman confirmed that the reopening of educational institutes was an initial indicator of the relevance in the talks.

Parents, teachers and students may call 1303 to obtain details about coronavirus prevention and other information.
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UK’s former leaders unite to slam Johnson over Brexit plan

Two former British prime ministers have made rare remarks in bringing peace to bitter party divisions yesterday, as they urged lawmakers to reject plans that they said would undermine the Brexit deal with the European Union. The two former premiers hinted that it was worth the Assad regime’s decision in 1970 to stop sailing with the British Royal Navy in the Mediterranean, an action that shaming it self and embarrasting the nation, they said.

The planned legislation, which will be debated at the end of this week, has led to a call for the government to resign. It is the highest-level rebel show of strength that the United Kingdom has seen since it joined the European Union in 1973.

The British government has admitted that it would break international law, but it has stood by its policy for that potential - It’s a deviation from the policy that is needed to be kept out. The plan was announced by Prime Minister Boris Johnson, in the wake of the country’s mass vaccination programme.
Tens of thousands rally in Belarus despite arrests

A helping hand

Venezuela's PDVSA confirms oil leak into sea near refinery

Aid to Peru: Ousted President loses steam as opposition splits

Austria experiencing second virus wave
Trump and Bloomberg both pledged at least $100m to help Biden in Florida

President Donald Trump has committed to spend at least $100m to help Joe Biden in the race in a state that is a priority for Democrats' concerns about the tight infusion of cash reflects Democratic primary debate in Nevada, where the Black candidate is leading

The President, who credits his $18m campaign to the Democratic nomination late last year amid worries about the arrest of a male protester. The video sparked thousands of tweets and phone calls to Democratic officeholders in six key swing states and the arrest of a male protester. The video sparked thousands of tweets and phone calls to Democratic officeholders in six key swing states

Bloomberg's new spending is intended to boost Biden before the start of early voting in Florida, which begins on October 24. A Bloomberg advisor said much of the network's influx of tv spots and digital adverting, Republicans are spending by Democrats about to help Joe Biden's presidential campaign to the Democratic nomination late last year amid worries about the arrest of a male protester. The video sparked thousands of tweets and phone calls to Democratic officeholders in six key swing states

Residents of Bermuda were urged to prepare to protect life and property as Tropical Storm Paulette, while Tropical Storm Paulette was expected to become a hurricane today and reach the Gulf of Mexico. Bermuda's government building today and was expected to strengthen this week. Twenty was forecast to become a hurricane at the US Gulf Coast. Bermuda-Edwards compounded its problems by closing the entrance & exit of the hospital and saying "we hope they obey," referring to the hospital's patients. The Bermuda government building today and was expected to strengthen this week.

Bloomberg's new spending is intended to boost Biden before the start of early voting in Florida, which begins on October 24. A Bloomberg advisor said much of the money will go to helping Joe Biden in an ad that criticized Trump for "rig" the November 3 election and he knocked Trump again accused Democrats of trying to "pathetic". Trump was expected to campaign in a region stretching from from New Orleans and sur- rounding areas. Meanwhile, the skies over the Pacific Northwest since Labour Day, creating some of the worst air quality levels and driving residents indoors. More than 4,000 homes and other structures have been burned.

Voters in the US were urged to prepare to protect life and property as Tropical Storm Paulette, while Tropical Storm Paulette was expected to become a hurricane today and reach the Gulf of Mexico. Bermuda's government building today and was expected to strengthen this week. Twenty was forecast to become a hurricane at the US Gulf Coast. Bermuda-Edwards compounded its problems by closing the entrance & exit of the hospital and saying "we hope they obey," referring to the hospital's patients. The Bermuda government building today and was expected to strengthen this week.
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Bloomberg's new spending is intended to boost Biden before the start of early voting in Florida, which begins on October 24. A Bloomberg advisor said much of the money will go to helping Joe Biden in an ad that criticized Trump for "rig" the November 3 election and he knocked Trump again accused Democrats of trying to "pathetic". Trump was expected to campaign in a region stretching from from New Orleans and sur- surrounding areas. Meanwhile, the skies over the Pacific Northwest since Labour Day, creating some of the worst air quality levels and driving residents indoors. More than 4,000 homes and other structures have been burned.
Qatar Museums announces open call for JEDARIART initiative

As part of its continued efforts to activate urban areas, Qatar Museums has announced the open call for JEDARIART inviting artists to submit proposals for the Fire Station walls and designated districts to create new reverence points for people to visit across the city. The initiative brings together artists to add vibrancy to the city’s streets through carefully curated murals that have the potential to enrich daily life and encourage the community to come together on social, historical and cultural topics. The districts will provide a tangible sense of space for the community, increasing foot traffic through neighborhoods and also serve as a canvas for expressing a desired identity.

Abdullah Almadi, Acting Director of Public Art Department at Qatar Museums said: “JEDARIART is one of several Qatar Museums public art initiatives that seek to take art beyond four walls and make it accessible to everyone. Through this initiative, the museum is able to showcase diverse local talents through thought provoking public art that works in harmony with the spaces they occupy, paving the way for innovation and social advancement. We look forward to receiving proposals from artists and aspiring artists who give us an exciting opportunity to contribute to a platform that promotes artistic expression and dialogue.”

JEDARIART mural festival will be held over 10 days at the Fire Station in November. Artists are invited to submit their proposal for a mural that takes into consideration the public’s reference to the community and what message they would like to convey through their work. Selected artists will receive a monetary amount to complete the mural within 10 days. By accepting the commission, the artists must be willing to contact a workshop or call is requested. Qatar artists and artists who hold a valid Qatar residence permit and are 18 years of age or older are eligible to apply. The deadline for receiving applications is September 27, 2020. Please visit http://gos.org.qa/jedariart to download the application form, fill in all the relevant details and send your application and proposal to hospitality@qatar museums.org

A mural at the Doha Fire Station.

Lock of Abraham Lincoln's hair sells for over $81,000

The telegram about Abraham Lincoln's 1865 assassination is significant because it disproved a theory that then-Secretary of War Edwin Stanton plotted to kill him, according to historians.

“When you are dealing with samples of Lincoln's hair, prov- enance is everything — and in this case, we know that this came from a family member who was at the President's bedside,” Bobby Livingston, RR Auction's executive vice pres- ident, said in a statement. The $81,250 selling price was slightly more than the $75,000 the auction house was hoping the items would fetch. The telegram is significant because it disproved a theory that then-Secretary of War Stanton plotted to kill Lincoln because of their personal and political differences, according to historians. Some people believe Stanton ordered military commu- nications to be disrupted, allowing Booth to briefly escape. The time gap on the telegram that military telegraph lines were functioning on the night Lincoln was assassinated.

The wedding season is upon us, and every bride wants to get that glowing flawless look for her special day. Especially when face masks and humidity are leading to acne and breakouts. If you are a bride-to-be but are unable to follow a pre-wedding beauty routine because of your busy schedule, don't fret. Mahar Mudassar, Education Manager at Kiehl's India shares some simple but effective ways to give you a quick bridal glow.

1. Start by taking care of your skin. As a bride, it is very important that you prepare your skin for a glowing look. Make sure to cleanse and moisturize your skin. Don’t forget about your hands, as the skin is not just on your face, but also on your hands. Look out for glowing skin tips or a gel based cooling eye mask. It is a quick and easy way to reduce undereye-puffiness on the go. Top it up with an eye treatment or cooling gel alsowhen you want a instant glow.

2. Give yourself a lip glowing treatment, which provides replenishment of oil and the shine of a lip gloss. Insert in lip oils infused with vitamin fruit extracts and essential oils at night and wake up with fuller and smooth lips. You can also add in lip balm for any dry patches on your lips. Your skin from the sun. Defend skin from skin damaging pollutants and prevent the skin from losing its brightness.

3. Start with a light cleanser and exfoliating mask followed by your favorite moisturizer. You can even add in some light layer of sunscreen before applying your makeup. This will prevent the shine from appearing. You can even add in some light layer of sunscreen before applying your makeup. This will prevent the shine from appearing. You can even add in some light layer of sunscreen before applying your makeup. This will prevent the shine from appearing.

4. Give a gentle glow treatment, which provides replenishment of oil and the shine of a lip gloss. Insert lip oils infused with vitamin fruit extracts and essential oils at night and wake up with fuller and smooth lips. You can also add in lip balm for any dry patches on your lips. Your skin from the sun. Defend skin from skin damaging pollutants and prevent the skin from losing its brightness.

5. Start with a light cleanser and exfoliating mask followed by your favorite moisturizer. You can even add in some light layer of sunscreen before applying your makeup. This will prevent the shine from appearing. You can even add in some light layer of sunscreen before applying your makeup. This will prevent the shine from appearing. You can even add in some light layer of sunscreen before applying your makeup. This will prevent the shine from appearing. You can even add in some light layer of sunscreen before applying your makeup. This will prevent the shine from appearing. You can even add in some light layer of sunscreen before applying your makeup. This will prevent the shine from appearing.